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COLLECTION OVERVIEW

WHY A MATERIALS COLLECTION?

The Hunterian’s world-renowned holdings relating to
James Abbot McNeill Whistler (1834-1903) include
over 300 objects such as brushes, palettes, paint pots,
unused panels, etching needles and cancelled plates
from the artist’s studio. Of the five institutions within
the Lunder Consortium for Whistler Studies,2 The
Hunterian materials are unrivalled.

Technical or material analysis can not only assist
in conservation or preservation decisions, but also
helps to contextualize artists’ working methods and
professional networks. Many institutions are still
seeking ways to relate these collections to a wider
audience.
The Whistler materials are especially useful in
illuminating late 19th and early 20th century artists’
colormen and materials manufacturers, master
printers, and framers across Britian, France, and the
United States. James Whistler had a reputation for his
highly controlled overall aesthetic, and material choices
were careful and deliberate. Beatrice’s practice is less
documented, but both were in close communication
with numerous assistants and specialists alike who
executed their prints and designs, or who supplied
tailor-made materials.

Donated by Whistler’s sister-in-law and executor,
Rosalind Birnie Philip (1873-1958), the collection
allows extraordinary insight into the complete
aesthetic practice of both James and his wife, Beatrice
Whistler (1857-1896).
This placement served to assess the research and
curatorial functions of the artist material collection
and to create a record of related Whistler technical
sampling projects to date.
Handmade bushes with coiled metal ferrules from the Whistler artist materials collection,
The Hunterian.

‘The painter’s science saves him - he knows that the dimensions of work must be always in relation to the means used - and reaching the limit, unerringly lays aside
the needle for the brush, that he may not find himself worming his weary way across a waste of copper…’
James Whistler1

THE BRUSHMAKER

THE LUCK

Paul Foinet (1834-1910) was an artist materials
manufacturer and colorman in Paris; his family-run
company later became Lefebvre-Foinet, one of the
city’s most influential artist suppliers and advisors
through the 20th century. The Whistlers’ time in
Paris coincides with the company’s earliest years –
Foinet formed close alliances with artists through
his customized, door-to-door service. Of the brushes
in The Hunterian collection, many are likely rare
examples of Foinet’s early artisanship: unusually
long brush handles allowed Whistler to stand at a
distance from his larger portrait paintings. In a 1902
telegraph from Whistler to an assistant, he instructed
‘PLEASE ORDER FOINET SEND ME TODAY WHAT BRUSHES
HE HAS READY MY SPECIAL KIND.’3

Beatrice Whistler (née Philip) was a professional artist
and designer before and during her marriage to James.
All of the materials in the Hunterian collection are
attributed to James Whistler, who survived his wife
by seven years; however, their practices were known
to overlap. He often called her his ‘Luck’ and taught
her to etch on their honeymoon; some works were
signed by both artists. Her lithographs and paintings
have at times been confused for his. Of the cancelled
etching plates in The Hunterian, one is the only known
depiction of Beatrice at her easel, etched by James – no
known proof was ever made from the plate. Through
correspondence with Lunder Consortium members,
no institution is known to have sampled or analyzed
her work.

James Whistler. Etching plate, “Beatrice Whistler painting from a window, Bourges.” ©
Whistler Etchings Project, University of Glasgow

FURTHER RESEARCH
Alongside technical analysis, the Whistler artist materials could help illuminate the painting practices of an often-overshadowed artist. They can also be utilized
to research the influence of French colormen, whose documentation is relatively less robust compared to their British counterparts.
Currently, an online catalogue is only partially available through the Hunterian website. In many cases, the objects themselves can be manually cross-referenced
with the digitized Whistler correspondence archive online, and perhaps a linked platform could be developed.
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